As the widening gap between GPU computing capability and other components (CPU, PCIe bus and communication network), it's increasingly challenging to design high performance parallel algorithms for large CPU-GPU heterogeneous systems. There are mainly two reasons. Firstly, simply offloading the kernel library to GPU incurs large volume data transfer through low-speed PCIe bus. Secondly, communication overheads through network severely affects scalability. To solve the above issues, we advocate a paradigm shift to GPU-centric and fine-grained pipelining algorithm design. By taking Linpack benchmark as a case study, the new algorithm design paradigm shows its effectiveness. Our optimized Linpack program achieves 63.79PFlops on 16384 GPUs. Its floating-point efficiency outperforms the NVIDIA proprietary counterparts by 5% on average.
Introduction
CPU-GPU heterogeneous parallel architecture has become a dominator for building supercomputers. A consequent issue is how the CPU-GPU heterogeneous architecture drives paradigm shift of large-scale parallel algorithm design. Linpack program [4] is the most important benchmark for measuring supercomputers. Usually, the state of the art algorithm and programming techniques are firstly verified in Linpack program optimization. Other applications will then gain from the lessons and experience from the benchmark tuning.
In this paper, we propose a GPU-centric fine-grained pipelining parallelism mechanism for designing new Linpack algorithm on CPU-GPU heterogeneous computing system. Permission to make digital or hard copies of part or all of this work for personal or classroom use is granted without fee provided that copies are not made or distributed for profit or commercial advantage and that copies bear this notice and the full citation on the first page. Copyrights for thirdparty components of this work must be honored. For all other uses, contact the owner/author(s). PPoPP '20, February 22-26, 2020, San Diego, CA, USA © 2020 Copyright held by the owner/author(s). ACM ISBN 978-1-4503-6818-6/20/02. . . $15.00 https://doi.org/10. 1145/3332466.3374530 Compared with existing work, we implement a totally new Linpack program being specific to CPU-GPU heterogeneous architecture. More specifically, we avoid large volume PCIe data transfer by using GPU-centric paradigm, which means we store data on GPU and pull data from GPU when needed. And we further optimize Linpack algorithm by fully pipelining the four macro-steps:panel factorization(PF), panel broadcast(PB), row swapping(RS), trailing-matrix updating(TU).
Based on the positive result, we advocate that it's time for community to release a new version of Linpack benchmark for CPU-GPU heterogeneous architecture. TU2  TU3  TU4  TU5  TU1 TU2  TU3  TU4  TU5 DGEMM, DTRSM DGEMM, DTRSM
Algorithm Flow
Hardware Figure 1 . Execution snapshot of two iterations of our optimized Linpack algorithm.
Algorithm Design
In the original Linpack algorithm, a look-ahead strategy [2] works well for CPU-only system. While for the CPU-GPU heterogeneous system, it's not enough to exploit all the parallelism possibility in the algorithm and various hardware. Based on the analysis of the Linpack algorithm and underlying heterogeneous system, we propose a new GPU-centric multithread fine-grained pipelined Linpack algorithm. In contrast to CPU-centric paradigm, in GPU-centric paradigm the coefficient matrix data resides on GPU memory, which avoids the massive volume of data transfer between CPU and GPU when offloading computing-intensive workload to GPU. Based on GPU-centric design, we first simply adopt a variation of look-ahead strategy to exploit the parallelism between PF on CPU and TU on GPU by utilizing GPU asynchronous stream mechanism. Specifically, the trailingmatrix is partitioned into two blocks: a small part of NB columns(the width of a panel) and the remaining larger one.
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In every iteration, PF of next iteration is executed immediately after the small part of the trailing-matrix of current iteration is updated. By doing so, the PF is in parallel with the updating of the larger part of the trailing-matrix.
However, the macro-step RS is still the bottleneck of the Linpack algorithm. To remove this bottleneck, we further divide the two macro-steps of RS and TU into multiple substeps, namely TU 1 ,TU 2 , . . . and RS 1 , RS 2 , . . . , as shown in Figure 1 . It's reasonable to incorporate another level of pipeline by overlapping TU i with RS i+1 . Up to now, we only utilize the GPU asynchronous stream mechanism. But this approach can't work efficiently due to the inherent serialization of kernel execution of the same stream. We introduce multithread and multi-stream mechanism to fully parallel those macro-(sub)steps while maintaining the algorithm dependency. Figure 1 depicts the detailed pipeline of the new Linpack algorithm and different hardware occupation of each macrostep. The black arrows in Figure 1 represents necessary synchronization between threads and streams. As we can see, the new Linpack algorithm keeps GPU busy all the time and it indicates high float efficiency.
Performance Evaluation
Evaluation paltform. The performance is evaluated on a largescale AMD GPUs cluster system with 4096 nodes (16384 GPUs). Within one node, there are four AMD Vega20 GPUs (16GB HBM2 each, 64GB HBM2 in total) connected with one 32-cores AMD EPYC 7551P CPU(128GB main memory) through PCIe bus (Gen 3.0). Nodes are connected by a high bandwidth FatTree interconnection network and each computing node is connected to the FatTree network by a high speed network interface of 200Gb/s. Evaluation results. Linpack score is measured by the number of floating-point operations per second (Flops). We examine Linpack score on the above large-scale cluster system. The problem size N scales with the number of nodes so that the memory consumption keeps about 80% of the total physical memory of GPUs. N B is chosen as 256. According to the parallel implementation and runtime configuration, each MPI process is mapped to one GPU. We verify the performance and scalability of the optimized Linpack algorithm by scaling the number of GPUs from 4 (1 node) to 16384 (4096 nodes). Our new Linpack algorithm achieves 63.79PFlops on 16384 GPUs with floating-point efficiency 65.2%. The parallel efficiency keeps at more than 88%, which decreases from 99% on four to 16384 GPUs. With respect to the system architecture of FatTree interconnection, the inter-process communications go through all levels of network. In the case of more computing nodes, the scalability could keep stable if more switches were added at the root level.
Related work comparison. In [3] , G. Jo etc. propose an MPI-OpenCL implementation of the LINPACK benchmark optimized for CPU-GPU heterogenous system. Different with our GPU-centric design, [3] adopts CPU-centric paradigm. Table 1 summarizes achieved performance of [3] and ours in respect of peak Linpack performance, float-point efficiency, and scale of cluster system. Our optimized Linpack algorithm implementation outperforms it in all respects. We achieve 65.2% float-point efficiency on 16384 GPUs while results in [3] report 46% float-point efficiency on 196 GPUs. We also include ABCI system(ranked 8 in TOP500 [5] ) here, which has a similar system configuration with our target system except GPU(NVIDIA Tesla V100). In the same scale of GPUs (∼4000), our Linpack floating-point efficiency of 68% is more than 60% in ABCI. Our Linpack score can rank as the NO.1 among the same kind of PCIe-based heterogeneous systems (NO.4 among all systems) in the list. 
Conclusion
The emerging heterogeneous parallel system continues to pose new challenges on high performance algorithm development. This work proposes a GPU-centric fine-grained algorithm design paradigm and demonstrates its effectiveness through a practical case study. The optimized benchmark program achieves 63.79PFlops in 88% parallel efficiency and 65.2% floating-point efficiency on 16384 GPUs. It is the best performance reported in similar PCIe based GPU clusters.
